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Roberto Stucchi lives with his family in Florence, and the family estate's abbey is now a bed and breakfast. 
 
The Stucchi Prinetti family has made wine in Chianti Classico for 160 years. W. Blake Gray meets the latest 
generation to tend the vines. 
 
How did you get started? 
The estate has been in the family for a long time. I'm the first in the family to be directly involved in the 
winemaking. The estate was in the family, but the family didn't make a living off of it; if anything, the opposite 
– my father financed it for many years. This is a big estate, 2000 acres [800 ha], mostly forested, just 50 acres of 
vineyards. For years, paying the tax on it cost us more than we made selling the grapes. 
 
Why did you decide to go hands-on? 
I had a passion for agiculture. I wasn't sure the estate would even be there – my father was talking of selling it. I 
grew up in Milan and, for me, the estate was a dream place where we spent summers. I worked one summer at 
a winery [and] got bitten by the wine bug while I was scrambling up barrels. I went to UC Davis and worked 
one year at Chappellet after graduating. I went back [home] in '85. Things were starting to look feasible at that 
point. Most of the wine sold in [Chianti Classico in] the '50s was sold in bulk. When I went back, things were 
beginning to turn around. But in the late '80s and '90s, a lot of Chianti Classico farmers were growing Bordeaux 
grapes. To me it was crazy. My approach was always: "Let's do the best we can with what makes Chianti 
Classico unique." Now things have come around. There's more respect for tradition. 
 
Most of your wines are made from Sangiovese, but you also use Colorino, Canaiolo and Ciliegiolo, which 
many producers have given up on. What do they add? 
Colorino adds color, like the name says. I don't think it makes great wine on its own. Canaiolo and Ciliegiolo, 
they're lighter than Sangiovese, they add a touch of complexity. I think it's important to maintain them. When 
I first started we made a field blend. We didn't know what was in there. 
 
How has modern viticulture affected Chianti Classico? 
Chianti has a long tradition, but it's a very young region also. Everything's been restarted more than once. In 
the 1960s modern viticulture came in, for good and for bad. We got more yield but at the expense of the soil, 
and we lost our focus on Sangiovese. Sangiovese is so expressive of where it's grown [and] in the '90s people 
paid more attention to [it]. So we have only 20 years' experience in the modern environment. And with global 
warming, it's like moving to another environment. In the '80s and '90s, we were looking for more 
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concentration. Now we're going backwards, trying to avoid overmaturation and to keep the freshness in the 
wines. 
 

 
Despite having a modern gravity-flow winery, Roberto says he leans to the classicist side. 
 
The battle of Old World versus New World style seems acute in Chianti Classico. 
It's been the theme for a long time. Obviously I lean to the classicist side, but I won't call these wines 
"traditional," because we have a very modern, gravity-flow winery. We use punchdowns during fermentation to 
manage the cap. How we manage the vineyards is very different than in the past. 
 
Why did you take the vineyards organic? 
I always leaned a little in that direction. My first introduction was when I was studying in Milan. I was 
frustrated by theory; I wanted to get more hands-on. There was a biodynamic farm outside the city. I spent two 
weeks working there. It blew my mind, working with the moon and making all the preparations. I don't use 
biodynamics now but it opened my eyes. I learned from vegetable growers how to grow organic, more than 
from winegrowers. When I come to California, I love visiting farms, vegetable farms, cattle farms. I always use 
[Oakland restaurant Oliveto owner] Bob Klein's farm-to-table network. I ask him who to visit. I was just in 
Davis visiting a farmer; three of his neighbors have dry wells. 
 
How was the 2014 vintage in Chianti Classico? 
It was a weird summer. A challenging year with fungus pressure. We had to harvest early, but I'm happy with 
the results. It's not a very big vintage. We'll make less of the Riserva, and we probably won't make the 
Sangioveto. But the Chianti Classico should be excellent. For a very cool summer, harvest still was a lot earlier 
than 20 years ago. 
 
How have you built up the business aspect? 
It took time. In the '90s we had to replant all the vineyards. We didn't have a winery. In '96 and '97 we built a 
winery. Then we fixed up the abbey on our property, which is now a bed and breakfast. We built a little at a 
time, as we could afford it. We make 25,000 cases of estate wine now, and 30,000 cases of négociant wine. We 
sell 50 percent to the U.S. … a little bit almost everywhere in the U.S. Since '85 I've made close to 100 trips to 
the States. I've been to 35 states. I've been to Idaho, Alaska, Iowa; people are always shocked. They ask: "Why 
are you going there?" I'm doing Oklahoma City this trip. Even in Oklahoma City, people like to eat and drink 
well. 
 
What do you drink when you're not drinking your own wines? 
Wines from Piemonte. I like Nebbiolo, I like Barbera, I like Dolcetto a lot. I like California wines but I lean 
more toward the [Pacific] Northwest. Americans are so into wine now. This to me has been one of the great 
developments: how many people who work with wine understand about soil, or organics and biodynamics, or 
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how healthy soil affects the flavor. People come from the States to visit us and they ask about indigenous yeast 
and cover crop. 
 

 
Roberto learned from vegetable growers how to farm his vineyards organically. 
 
Your estate Chianti Classicos have a floral quality that isn't common in Sangiovese. Where does that 
come from? 
Sangiovese likes limestone. When it's not on limestone, it tends to get jammier, but not as elegant. 
Sangiovese is not varietally that strong. It doesn't have a character that stands out. That might be an obstacle in 
the New World. 
 
Tell me about your effort to define the communes of Chianti Classico. 
Chianti Classico's big. There's a lot of wine that's low end, a little bit more generic. There are wines that are 
better, but they're defined by the producer. The appellation Chianti Classico doesn't really help. When people 
go to Chianti Classico on vacation, they come back and buy a Chianti and think it's the same region, but it's 
not. Many producers in the [Chianti Classico] Consorzio think it would be a good idea to define the 
communes, to have a classification. To do a map would be a little complicated, but it would be a step up. 
 
You used to live on the estate. Why did you move to Florence? 
I have three kids. We lived in a farmhouse, very isolated – it took a lot of driving to get anywhere. Moving to 
Florence grew my commute but everybody else [in the family] can take public transportation or bike around. 
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